
Introduction
Encountering Community

Intentional communities have a long history in North America. We can 
follow a winding and colorfully stranded thread from today’s ecovillages, 
cohousing complexes, and collective farms through the countercultural 
communes of the 1960s and 1970s, to the socialist experiments on either 
side of the turn of the twentieth century and the vibrant rural religious 
communalists of the Second Great Awakening. How far back does this 
thread go, and where and when did it start?
 Some would argue that group settlement based on shared ideals began 
in the early days of European settlement on the continent, with the arrival 
of Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock and the Puritans of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony. Each could be construed as having much in common with later, 
more explicitly idealistic settlements, as these colonists shared strong reli-
gious beliefs at odds with the Church of England and fled here in search of 
the physical and metaphysical space to live according to their shared con-
victions. Yet the 41 passengers who originally signed the Mayflower Com-
pact consisted of both Saints and Strangers—pilgrims who were searching 
for religious freedom as well as tradesmen and adventurers whose primary 
focus was a good return on their investment. The Civil Body Politic out-
lined in the Mayflower Compact established the Pilgrims’ government at 
Plymouth Plantation but in doing so explicitly recognized the ultimate 
sovereignty of King James. The religious communalists of Plymouth and 
Massachusetts Bay have counterparts in the profit-focused entrepreneurs 
of Jamestown. The Virginia Company of London’s ca. 1607 Jamestown 
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settlement, as well as the Puritan and Pilgrim colonists’ voyages and vil-
lages, operated their efforts as common stock operations in early years. In 
doing so they maintained written inclusion of English stockholders, and 
labored for the personal enrichment of a body of overseas investors whose 
contribution to the work of community building was based on the financial 
expectation of high returns (Hinds 1908:13–14). Evoking Puritan leader 
John Winthrop’s biblically inspired 1630 exaltation that the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony be “as a city upon a hill” glosses over the financially motivated 
aspects of these migrant groups’ origins and actions.
 These dualities—cooperation and competition, communalism and capi-
talism, the collective and the individual—are intertwined in the roots of 
our historical understanding. In our current configuration of society, capi-
talism and individualism are seen as foundational ideologies. Their coun-
terparts are considered weak, ancillary, subversive, or even “un-American.” 
Yet to think of this outcome as inevitable is to engage in a failure of his-
torical imagination on a grand scale. The collective impulse has long been 
strong in North American history, and to discount its influence is to give 
short shrift to the many communities and associations that have worked 
hard to embody and live out their various versions of that ideal.
 Donald Pitzer, a modern historian of communal settlements, recognizes 
that the Pilgrim separatists’ and Puritans’ short-lived communal econo-
mies, developed primarily to ensure their survival on North American 
shores, were nonetheless important in setting the stage for the following 
nearly four centuries of American communal societies (Pitzer 1997:6). 
These initial iconic colonies were just a few among many foundational ex-
amples of alternative economies and idealistic social designs that populated 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The ascetic residents of Bohemia 
Manor, a Protestant Labadist community in what is now Maryland, found 
refuge in the earliest days of American settlement, from 1683 to 1727. 
Members were monastic in their practices but severed ties to structured 
church institutions. English social reformer James Oglethorpe was inspired 
by the plight of his country’s worthy poor and jailed debtors in developing 
his vision for the Georgia Colony and its founding city of Savannah, estab-
lished in 1733. Many nations among North America’s indigenous peoples 
demonstrated forms of collective social organization and resource shar-
ing that were unfamiliar to European eyes, and yet were, in their contexts, 
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the dominant societal pattern rather than alternative subcultures. North 
America was never settled as a single, unified community with shared goals. 
The contrasting threads of individuality and collectivism have created a 
space where individuals have the freedom to choose to pursue collective 
goals. Since the early days of European contact, this continent has offered 
fertile ground, both literal and figurative, where experimental communities 
could attempt to take root and grow.
 The sixteenth-century voyages of discovery and early years of seven-
teenth-century colonization expanded the boundaries of the known world, 
and also provided new realms for the literary imagination. Idealistic authors 
brought the reading public’s awareness to the idea of new lands and distant 
indigenous populations, who were sometimes romanticized as being free 
from the maladies of European society. Storytellers traveled uncharted fic-
tional distances for readers in a concrete world whose mapped expanses 
still contained enough unknowns for the imaginary to be discovered some-
day as real. With the maps being redrawn every day, finding heaven on 
earth may have seemed like only a matter of time. Sir Thomas More’s 1516 
Utopia retells the fictional travels of its protagonist to an uncharted is-
land whose inhabitants have built their society in ways that eliminated 
his perceived flaws of contemporary England: inequality, avarice, and war. 
James Harrington’s 1656 Commonwealth of Oceana demonstrated quali-
ties of an ideal society that would later be fundamental to the thinking of 
Thomas Jefferson when drafting America’s Declaration of Independence 
(Kopp 2009:25). Writers later in the nineteenth century, when more of 
the globe had been charted by travelers over sea and rail, still found their 
perfect societies in faraway places just outside the realm of known geogra-
phy. Etienne Cabet’s 1840 Voyage en Icarie, William Dean Howells’s 1894 
A Traveler from Altruria, and Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 1915 Herland, for 
example, all recount the experiences of travelers to, or visitors from, isolated 
countries. Edward Bellamy championed a different and more fanciful kind 
of travel than across oceans or mountains. His 1888 Looking Backward 
2000–1887 took its protagonist, Julian West, across time into the future of 
Boston, Massachusetts, to demonstrate how close we could get to an ideal 
society in only five generations. Bellamy’s imagined future depended as 
much on liberating technological developments and advances in knowledge 
as it did on the will of the people to achieve a just society. Many of these 
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fictional treatises were intended to inspire readers to incite change from 
within their own societies, with thinkers drawing inspiration and energy 
from eighteenth-century national-scale revolutionary social movements in 
North America and France. Some readers, however, may have taken as the 
moral the idea that a perfect society was achievable only in isolation. For 
others, the impetus to travel away from unbearable flaws may have been 
greater than the will to fight against established powers.
 The combination of a vividly drawn example of a perfect society and 
opportunity of space for settlement may have felt like a clarion call to try 
to achieve the dream. Alternative communities are often held up by the 
mainstream merely as a foil to the values of American capitalism. This does 
a disservice to their own internal perception of themselves as radical change 
agents, working to remake this world or embody the next. Their stories, 
and the stories of all of North America’s intentional communities, are con-
tinuously and strongly interwoven into the fabric of our modern nations.
 Our study of these idealistic groups, or intentional communities, sits 
at an intersection of two main bodies of historical thought: that of uto-
pian and radical philosophies, and that of cooperative social structures and 
movements. Understanding these communities’ efforts contributes to our 
own deeper understanding of American history by holding up a lens for us 
to the varied perceptions and perspectives on fractious issues of the past.
 This volume explores how archaeological approaches have contributed 
to our understanding of intentional communities throughout American 
history. By accessing material records and interrogating documentary 
sources, scholars such as archaeologists, architectural historians, geogra-
phers, and others can bring balance to our perspectives on unconventional 
communities. Both written and oral histories can be fractured or biased, 
tending toward either hagiography or vilification, and are informed by the 
imperfect human memories of survivors and successors. By balancing in-
stances of deliberate self-reporting, such as the glowing reviews found in a 
colony’s own self-published newspaper, and the skeptical analyses of jour-
nalists from the outside with the concrete but fragmentary evidence from 
material culture, we can come one step closer to understanding community 
members’ daily lived experiences. With what we learn, we can attempt to 
tell anew the stories of these once radical groups and the role they played 
in nation building.
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 Archaeologists, in particular, are accustomed to belaboring the details. 
We physically go to the places of past community, incorporate the views 
of multiple historical voices and modern specialists, and look holistically 
and synthetically at the evidence. We look not only at the words written 
by community members and their observers but also at the remains of the 
material world they built within the structures of their belief. Our inclusive 
approach to sources provides evidence from the broadest scale of settle-
ment patterns that span multiple states to the tiniest lost button from a 
quiet hillside. At these shifting levels of focus, different stories and ques-
tions emerge about the subjects of our study. Among our responsibilities to 
this evidence, and to the people whose lives left the traces in our midst, is to 
organize and approach it with a mind to questions that matter. Through-
out the following chapters, we see how today’s archaeologists formulate 
these questions and frame windows to deepened understanding.
 It continues to be problematic that many archaeologists focusing on 
intentional communities are either cultural resource management profes-
sionals with limited timelines and budgets or students with finite academic 
careers. In these roles we can thoroughly research and document specific 
community sites and local cultural contexts but may lack the opportunity 
or scholarly interest to look beyond the most common primary and sec-
ondary sources in building interpretive contexts. Our piecemeal work then 
goes only to our clients, regulatory agencies, or academic departments, too 
often below the radar of researchers building ideas about other intentional 
communities. It is the rare cultural resource management report, like that 
from Andrew Sewell and Bruce Aument’s Union Village Shaker project 
for the Ohio Department of Transportation, that becomes easily publicly 
available. All too often little publicity or notice carries knowledge of inten-
tional community studies outside of their immediate geographic area or 
scholarly niche. One objective of this publication is to collect and briefly 
present as many examples as possible of archaeologists’ work on intentional 
community sites and spaces in the United States. Of course, some publica-
tions have been inaccessible and some reference leads ran dry. There are un-
doubtedly more studies out there to find and incorporate into our shared 
body of knowledge, but the hope is that this volume’s references can offer a 
start to those wishing to establish a foundation upon which to build future 
work.


